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Features of FOD debris detection system

* Fully automatic laser radar sensor working in 3D independent of colours and ambient light

* Detect 10 -20 mm sized objects at 100-200 meter in distance (400 m diameter )

* Detected objects have known coordinate with cm precision and size within  1 cm in tolerance

* Rapid scanner checking 300 000 points per minute over fully 360 degree in  FOV.

* Easy to check, automatic and ISO 9000 quality approval thinking with excellent statistics

* Simultaneous checking of snow depth on runways and capability to act as a ground radar

system detecting all from birds/ persons to lost cars and air crafts

FOD Detector is made for airport runways and is based on a specially optimised laser radar unit. The

laser radar can transmit a narrow laser beam with known angle and measure the distance to what gives

a reflex with high accuracy and speed.

The runway is scanned and memorized in many points as 3D coordinates. When the area is scanned

again and again we compare the 3D shape of the runway all the times. Deviations cause a difference

which is found and analysed to preset criterias. When they fulfil the level of alarm the system transmits a

coordinate of the foreign object and an image made by the camera. There is also a special 3D view of the

object from the 3D datas collected.

Scanner with area at left and 3D pixel view at right
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FOD detector in detail and how  it works

The Laseroptronix FOD Detector is based on a high speed and high accuracy laser radar system. The

system give a pulse rate of 5000 points per sec which are scanned over the checked area. This generates

a real 3D map of the surface with very high resolution.

The checked area is scanned when OK and clean. It is memorized in the computer memory for the

future. Later the Ladar unit scanns the area continuously looking for differences in the 3 D volume. The

debris will generate a difference in the 3D terrain model and when this occur the software detects it.

Debris shape and volume algorithms will then check the 3D shape and define if this is debris within the

settings for an alarm or not.

The Ladar system is optimised to detect small objects at long range and can pin point cm sized objects

at 100 meter in distance by the shape only and not the colour. This makes the system very reliable and

not depending on ambient light.

The integrated camera can show an image of what caused the alarm. There is also a perspective display

layout very easy to understand and this is 3D in appearance.

FOD Detector is installed on a small bracket less 600 mm i height. The bracket have a kick of mount for

reducing damage if hit.

Resolution of the FOD Detector

The resolution is very high. When installed at 600 mm height the angle to the surface is very flat but we

can anyway get 200 meter range ( 400 m in diameter ). Larger objects can be detected at up to 350

meter in distance.

* Birds on runways are easy to detect as self moveable debris

* Tools and metallic objects do give good reflexes and wrenches and larger tools is a typically 300

meter range detachability object

* Screws and metallic parts are normally easy to see at long range

* Thin sheets of metals with little height reduce range a lot. They have limited surface pointing to

the FOD detector.

* Glass and transparent objects do also reduce the range

* Water can hide something in the depth

* Snow is an  obvious problem. Interesting is that we can sense the thickness of the snow and give

this to the information system on airport.

* The Ladar scan be set to scan the surrounding area and not only the runways. This gives a detailed

image of the surrounding area like a ground radar system. It can also sense intruders and smaller

objects like pedestrians normally not visible by a ground radar system.

Adjustable wrench at 45 meter distance . Left real image,     Centre 3D printout,        Right view of area



FOD alarm system
Forreign object detection system

Top  Birde eye view of area in 3D pixels perspective. Note

the darke areas behind all debirs parts in the area

Bottom Same image with auto marking of debris.

Shadow of the hammer  Note the large

shadow behind the hammer . This

shows very efficiently what it is
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FOD Detector technical specifications

Measuring principle Laser radar

Scanned area  (FOV) Max 90 degree vertically and 360 degree horizontally

Scanned settings Any area inside the FOV can be preset to be scanned automatically

Measuring speed 5000 Hz

Measuring accuracy +- 2 mm in accuracy ( +-1 Sigma )

+- 3 mm at 100 meter distance in angle ( +-1 Sigma )

Laser Infrared laser diode

Laser safety class Class 1 equal to totally harmless

Beam diameter 0,5 mm at 1 meter and 3 mm at 100 meter in distance

Encapsulation IP 67 water proof out door encapsulation

Ambient temperature - 30 to + 40 degree C with thermal cabinet

Installation height Typical 600 mm

Mounting Kick off bracket for reducing damages of collisions

Dimensions 500x500x400 mm with cabinet included

Weight About 12 kg

Power consumption Max 100 W heater off

Heater 500W at 230 Volt AC

MTBF Typically 20 000 hours ( 3 years operation )

Life cycle Typical 10 years with maintenance

Integrated camera CCD camera Super VHS resolution

Control PC Pentium 2 GHz or more

Windows environment

Application software 3D viewer for perspectives and zooming of the watched area

Camera Available on the PC screen

How  it operates

FOD detector is based on a 3D laser radar system

making a 3D image of the area.

At a speed of 5000 Hz the system takes some

minutes to cower a area with high resolution and all

the time the scanners scans the area. Every scan is

compared to the calibration scan and all variations

out of normal is indicated as a FOD alarm.

All shaped can be exactly measured and when we

checked the wrench showed in this paper the error

in the gap was a new mm at about 45 meter in

distance.
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